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LABELLING SOLUTIONS

POLYESTERS

Quality polyester label 
solutions for a variety of 

applications, from the 
industrial and homecare, to 

the pharmaceutical and 
logistic ones.

The special absorbent matt top coating is the key feature of the RI-Cote
series. These labels are ideal for sequentially numbered labels, bar
codes and service information on industrial and home equipment as
printing variable information using dot matrix, typewriters and thermal
transfer printers.

Polyesters provide ultimate durability combined with superior clarity
for high value “no-label” look applications such as cosmetics, perfumes,
pharmaceuticals etc.
Polyesters face materials are available in clear, white and silver metallized
versions, in matt or gloss finishing. Moreover, Laser Fit face material
presents the ideal solution for laser printable clear or white filmic office or
logistic labels.
These face materials combined with multiple adhesive and liner choices
will help you to find the right dedicated solution for your application.

Durable labels

RI-COTE Series

Market sectors
Quality polyester label solutions for a wide variety of applications, such
as industrial, ideal for long-lasting labels with serial numbers or variable
information, for industrial appliances or power tools; home and personal
care; pharmaceutical, for different requirements as labels traceability;
office and logistics.
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POLYESTERS

PRODUCT NAME ADHESIVE DESCRIPTION WEIGHT THICKNESS

4-RL2B-00661 RI-697/50 PET 
GLOSS CLEAR TC AP900 
WG62

Acrylic permanent
Gloss clear top coated 
polyester.

70g/m² 50µ

4-RL2B-00560 RI-697/50 PET 
GLOSS WHITE TC AP900 
WG62

Acrylic permanent
Gloss white top coated 
polyester.

70g/m² 50µ

4-RL2B-00582 RI-COTE 36 
PET MATT SILVER AP900 
WG90UL RECOGNIZED 

Acrylic permanent
Matt silver metallised
polyester. UL recognized.

50g/m² 36µ

4-RL2B-00591 RI-COTE 49 
PET MATT SILVER AP900 
WG90 UL RECOGNIZED

Acrylic permanent
Matt silver metallized
polyester. UL recognized.

70g/m² 50µ

4-RL2B-00576 RI-COTE 50 
PET MATT WHITE AP900 
WG90 UL RECOGNIZED

Acrylic permanent
Matt white polyester. 
UL recognized.

70g/m² 50µ

4-RL2B-06078 LASER FIT PET 
50 GLOSS CLEAR TC AP901 
WK100

Acrylic permanent
Gloss clear thermostabilized 
top coated polyester.

70g/m² 50µ

4-RL2B-06077 LASER FIT PET 
50 GLOSS WHITE TC AP901 
WK100

Acrylic permanent
Gloss white thermostabilized 
top coated polyester.

70g/m² 50µ


